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Introduction

It is not every day that one discovers

an old school exercise book in which

is written a meticulously researched

account of plants and trees mentioned

in the Bible. I was staying with friends

in Poitou-Charente in Central France

and was looking through the old

books and manuscripts in their

extensive library. I saw immediately

the possibility of preparing this gem

and accompanying botanical drawings

for publication and was delighted with

the positive and generous response

from my hosts.

There are no clues in the

manuscript to its author and few to when the material was compiled. From the style of the exercise book,

its utility binding, degradation of the paper and the type of green ink postcards used for the illustrations

I believe the book was written in the 1920s. The sometimes untidy handwriting and forthright style are

those of an adult. Supporting the notion the author was not a senior school or seminary student is the lack

of guidance during the work’s progress. There are errors in entry and page numbering and in spelling.

There is no indication of source material apart from reference to an unknown All the Plants of the Bible

to which the author directs the reader, or writes that a particular subject is not illustrated in this book.

It seems the author, who I shall refer to as the MS

author, first drew 34 botanical specimens on the back of post

cards and wrote accompanying text on the address side. He

or she then copied the text to the exercise book adding more

entries to bring the total to 115. About 137 plants, trees and

shrubs in total are described. The drawings accompany the

manuscript in a hand-made envelope marked

SUPPLEMENTARY SKETCHES.

A further pointer to the austerity of the Interwar

years is that blank post cards were probably a cheap form of

card on which to draw. These appeared in Britain in the early

years of the 20th. Century. On page 132 (MS 93) the MS

author writes incidentally in the Spikenard entry that the

Roman Denarius is worth 8½d (eight pence halfpenny). It

should be possible to work out a manuscript date from this,

though I haven’t attempted to do this. However, the

spikenard entry in Easton’s Bible Dictionary (1897) is very

close to the MS author’s entry but giving the contemporary



value of the Denarius as 7½d. This dictionary would still have been a major source of information on biblical

matters in the 1920s. I note too, the MS author’s first entry Algum-Tree is very close in content to that in

the eleventh edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica (1911, or the 12th. edition of 1923 whose main text

was the same). This reference work would also have been current during the 1920s.

Nothing of what I suggest in the preceding paragraphs is negative criticism. Notes on the Botany of

the Bible is a remarkable endeavour. It is full of factual material and interesting sidelights and surprisingly

current considering how long ago it was written. If the labours of a seminary student it would have been

awarded a prize and commendation. If the effort of a keen amateur botanist it would have been considered

worthy of publication. There is a grasp of the classical languages and a deep interest in the Scriptures. The

MS author is well-read, or had good reference material on the geography and botany of the British Isles as

well as the Near East. Sources are diverse. Material and comment might be dated but much is still relevant.

Regarding the place of origin of the manuscript the only information is that it was bought in auction

about thirty years ago in Doncaster near Sheffield in the North of England. Inside the exercise book is a

sticker of E. Weston & Sons, Change Alley, Sheffield and the price of 2/- (two shillings). Westons was a

bookshop and stationers before the Second World War and after this a newsagents until about 1962 when

this area of the city was cleared for redevelopment.

I considered making corrections to and expanding the original work but decided this was

presumptuous. There is expert work on the subject of the botany of the Bible and Holy Land that people

interested in this book will know of. That of Michael Zohary, Harold and Alma Moldenke and F. Nigel

Hepper, for example. There are also interesting recent publications on this subject and that of the associated

planting of Bible gardens.
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Because of the missing illustrations from the unknown All

The Plants of the Bible I have supplemented the MS author’s line

drawings with several from J. H. Balfour’s The Plants of the Bible[1]

published in London in 1885 (sample left). This is also because the

drawings listed in the MS author’s index and referred to throughout

the manuscript do not match those 34 that accompany the

manuscript. This might be because the text was to be read in

conjunction with the unknown All the Plants of the Bible. The

illustrations are inserted in the text of my general notes.

The reproduction of the manuscript pages is at 100 per cent

of the original size of 6¾ by 8¾ inches. That of the MS author’s

original illustrations (sample below) of 3½ by 5½ inches is at 50

per cent. A margin has been added on all sides because the MS

author wrote to the edges of the exercise book pages. The text and

illustrations can be enlarged in the e-book (ISBN 978-1-912152-04-

9) which is a facsimile of the paperback.

In deciding what plants are actually referred to in biblical texts the difficulties are slowly being

overcome. These are the fragmentary form of manuscripts, species being closely related, synonyms, local

names, context, the technical knowledge needed for accurate identification and ultimately, inadequate

translation.

Taxonomical reclassification and the improving of botanical nomenclature is ongoing around the

world. This is not easy with, for example, near-identical thorn bushes across an arid sandy region that need

to be studied in field trips. The scientific name of almost every

plant in the manuscript needed updating and reflects how long

ago it was compiled. I give the scientific name in full since the

point of this book and others on the subject is ever more accuracy

in the determination of biblical plants. Identifying plants by

shared common names is unsatisfactory, especially those on

which accurate field work has been done.

Along with these difficulties come those of translating

common, or local names. With some Bible verses you only get a

sense you are reading the same passage across different

publications. A random example is part of Ezekiel chapter 27

verse 19 (the Book of Ezekiel was compiled c. 590-560 BCE). It

shows “bright iron, cassia, and calamus, were among thy

merchandise” (American Standard Bible); “wrought iron, cassia

and sweet cane were among your merchandise” (New American

Standard Bible); “They exchanged wrought iron, cinnamon, and

spices for your wares” (Common English Bible); “bright iron,

cassia, and calamus, were in thy market” (King James Version);

“wrought iron: stacte, and calamus were in thy market” (Douay-

Rheims Catholic Bible); “wrought iron, and gum of myrrh, and

calamus, that is, a sweet smelling spice, for thy merchandise”
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(Wycliffe); “wrought iron, cassia, and sugar cane in payment for your good things” (New Century Version).

With regard to my notes on the MS author’s work, of hundreds of plants studied by eminent

researchers in recent decades there is concensus agreement so far on 95 mentioned in the Bible. These

were put forward by Zophia Włodarczyk of the Agricultural University of Krakow in 2007[2]. In addition

to the 95 species are a further 111 Dr. Włodarczyk suggests are a basis for continuing discussion on the

subject. The botanists who have worked on the plant species are named in full in the General subject index

under botanists (pages 73 and 74). 

Fundamental to my Notes on the Botany of the Bible is this ‘master’ list of 206 species. The Index

of plants by scientific name (pages 65-70) is, in effect, this list. Entries total 150 and include the MS author’s

115. Forty-seven plants do not have entries of their own but are mentioned or described under other entries

throughout the book. Nine plants listed are missing, that is, they that are not mentioned anywhere else in

the text. I will attend to this in the next edition of the book. 

My notes should be enough for readers coming fresh to the subject to get an overall picture of plants

of the Bible. With the briefest description and usage, clarification of plant species, cross-referencing,

updating of the botanical nomenclature, plant indexes by common and scientific name, expanded biblical

references and a general subject index covering the facsimile pages and notes, my addition to the original

material ends since it is not the purpose of this publication to write a new work.

I have enjoyed researching this material and bringing a forgotten manuscript to light. The Old and

New Testament era spans c. 700 BCE to 200 CE, making the subject of the botany of the Bible one of the

earliest flora while also alluding to climate, geography, farming, social conditions, environmental changes

and medicine. The greatest botanical treatise of the Ancient World is the Historia Plantarum by

Theophrastus (c. 371-287 BCE). However, biblical botanical references date from three centuries earlier

and it is commendable the subject continues to be refined.  DGR.

[1] There is a .pdf file of Balfour’s book here: https://archive.org/details/plantsofbible00balfrich and that of

several other Nineteenth-century books on the natural history of the Bible courtesy of the University of California

Libraries.

[2] Zophia Włodarczyk, Agricultural University of Krakow, Poland 2007. You can see pp. 67-85 of Dr.

Włodarczyk’s paper with plant listing here:

http://www.ptno.ogr.ar.krakow.pl/Wydawn/FoliaHorticulturae/Spisy/FH2007/PDF19012007/fh1901p07.pdf 
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Abbreviations

Gk.  Greek
ie.  id est ‘that is’
illust.  illustration
intro.  Introduction
MS  manuscript
Mt.  Mount
NB. nota bene ‘note well’
No number
p.  page
.pdf  portable document format
pl.  plural

Ar.  Arabic
archit.  architectural
b.  born
BCE  before the common era
c. circa ‘about’
CE  common era
cont.  continued
d.  died
etc.  et cetera ‘and so forth’
ff.  following
fig.  figurative

13

pp.  pages
[qv.] quod vide ‘which see’
ref.  reference
refs.  references
sp.  spelling
St.  Saint

subsp.  subspecies
var.  variant
viz.  videlicet ‘namely’

Bible versions referred to in the notes

BBE The Bible in Basic English, CEBA Common English Bible with Apocrypha, CJB The Complete Jewish Bible, DBY

The Darby Translation, GNTA Good News Translation with Apocrypha, GW God’s Word translation, KJV King James

Version, KJVA King James Version with Apocrypha, KJV 2000 King James 2000 Bible, LEB Lexham English Bible, LXX

Septuagint with Apocrypha, MSG The Message Bible, NAS New American Standard Bible, NIRV New International

Reader’s Version, NIV New International Version, NLT New Living Translation, NRS New Revised Standard, OJB

Orthodox Jewish Bible, RHE Douay-Rheims Catholic Bible, RSVA Revised Standard Version with Apocrypha, TYN

Tyndale, WYC Wycliffe, YLT Young’s Literal Translation.

There are well-organised Internet sites that access these bibles and provide biblical comment here:

http://www.biblestudytools.com/

and here:

http://biblehub.com/ 

Botanical nomenclature

The botanists cited in this book are listed in the General subject index under botanists: (pp. 145-146). Their full name

and dates and recognized abbreviation is shown. It is a convention that the abbreviated name and initials have no spaces

between them. Wikipedia has a list of botanists by abbreviation here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_botanists_by_author_abbreviation_(A) 

The list is kept up-to-date by the International Plant Names Index located here:

http://www.ipni.org/index.html 

Utah State University has a comprehensive article titled Nomenclature, names and taxonomy here:

http://herbarium.usu.edu/teaching/4420/botnom.htm



Notes on the Botany of the Bible

Entries Nos. 1 - 18

NB. The numbering of the plant species in this book follows that of the MS author’s entries which are generally in

alphabetical order. The entries without a number are those suggested subjects for research. They are taken from Dr.

Włodarczyk’s 2007 paper (see endnote [2] page 10). Taxonomy and nomenclature are updated to 2017.

Looking up the biblical references across several Bible translations will give a broader view of the reference.

The list of abbreviations is on page 13 and general subject index pp. 73-77. The botanists by abbreviations are listed

on pp. 73 and 74 in the General subject index.

No 1 algum, almug tree

The identity of this tree or trees remains unknown. The MS author suggests Lebanese cedar [qv.], red
sandalwood (Pterocarpus santalinus L.f.) and juniper. Red sandalwood is most likely if the city of Ophir
mentioned in 1 Kings is in India. See No  51 juniper; No red sandalwood.

Biblical references: 2 Chronicles 2:8 (sandalwood and algum), 9:10-11. 1 Kings 10:11-12 (almug).

No acacia

Vachellia tortilis var. raddiana (Savi) Kyal. & Boatwr., commonly known as the umbrella thorn acacia,
umbrella thorn or Israeli babool is a fine-grained durable timber. Acacia references in the Bible include it
being the wood of the Ark of the Tabernacle (Deuteronomy 10:3). Its pods and leaves provided fodder for
animals. It is probably the biblical shittah (pl. shittim) tree. Plicosepalus acaciae (Zucc.) D.Wiens & Polhill
is acacia mistletoe. See also No 44 grove and the MS
author’s entry No 91 shittah tree (page 130).

Specific to acacia: Exodus 25:5, 10, 13, 23, 28, 26:15,
26, 32, 37, 27:1, 6, 30:1, 5, 35:7, 24, 36:20, 31, 36, 37:1,
4, 10, 15, 25, 28, 38:1, 6. Deuteronomy 10:3. Isaiah
41:19. Joel 3:18.

Specific to shittim: Isaiah 41:19. Joshua 2:1, 3:1. Judges
7:27. Micah 6:5. Numbers 25:1, 33:49.

No agarwood, aloeswood

Aquilaria agallocha (Lour.) Roxb. Aquilaria, is a genus of
trees known as lign-aloes. The resin-infused parts of the
tree, its natural defence against a fungal attack, are used
in perfumery and medicine. No biblical references are
found under agar, agarwood or its Arabic name oudh.
See headings No 7 balm of Gilead and No 8 balsam for
general balm, resin and gum references.

No Aleppo oak

Quercus infectoria G.Olivier, see No 69 oak (page 38).
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No Aleppo pine

Pinus halepensis Mill., see No 74 pine (page 40).

No 2 almond

Prunus dulcis D.A.Webb, sweet almond, is the first tree to blossom across the Near East and is revered for
the quality of its seeds. These produce a high-grade oil that is used in complementary medicine and skin
care. The symbolic status of blossom, fruit and tree in biblical times was maintained mostly though art to
the Middle Ages. See also No 68 nuts. 

Ecclesiastes 12:5. Exodus 25:33-36, 37:17, 19-22. Genesis 30:37, 37:20, 43:11. Jeremiah 1:11. Numbers
17:8.

No 3 aloes, lign-aloes

Aloe succotrina Lam., also Aloe vera (L.) Burm.f. The healing ability of aloe plant extract was recorded in
Sumeria in 2,200 BCE. and in Egypt in 1,150 BCE. Biblical reference to aloes is probably to agar resin that
was prized for use in incense and embalming. See No agarwood.

John 19:39. Numbers 24:6 (lign-aloes). Proverbs 7:17. Psalm 45:8. Song of Solomon 4:14.

No 4 anise

The MS author writes the herb dill (Anethum graveolens L.), rather than anise referred to in the Bible, is
the correct plant. It grows wild around the Mediterranean. See No dill; No 48 herbs.

Matthew 23:23 (anise).

No 5 apple

The MS author believes the apple Malus pumila Mill. (and crab

apple Malus sylvestris Mill.) is not that referred to in the Bible. He

suggests apricot (Prunus armeniaca L.). “Apples” ornamentation

is better translated as “pomegranates” in 2 Chronicles 3:16, 4:13.

Jeremiah 52:22-23. 1 Kings 7:18, 20, 42. 2 Kings 25:17. Similarly

mandrake [qv.] for love-apple. There remain however, several

references to apple, viz. :

Deuteronomy 20:20 (WYC), 32:10. Genesis 1:11 (WYC). Jeremiah
52:23. Joel 1:12. Lamentations 2:18. Leviticus 19:23 (WYC).
Proverbs 7:2, 25:11. Psalm 17:8. Song of Solomon 2:3, 5, 5:1, 7:8,
8:5. Zechariah 2:8.

No 6 ash

The MS author writes this is not the European ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) and refers the reader to Aleppo
pine [qv.] and Scotch pine. The King James and American King James Bible translate the tree in the verse
below as ash, though the KJV 2000 edition re-translates it as pine. Włodarczyk suggests the Syrian ash
(Fraxinus angustifolia subsp. syriaca [Boiss.] Yalt.) for further research.

Isaiah 44:14.



No 7 balm of Gilead

This balm is a metaphor in the Bible for something healing and soothing. Its composition is unknown but
the source of its gum or resin is likely to be that of the balsam tree Commiphora gileadensis (L.) C.Chr.
The hills of Gilead today form the north-western part of Jordan. The words gum and resin are
interchangeable in the Bible.  Other plants from which gum or resin is extracted are No 3 aloes, lign-aloes;
No 10a bdellium; No 37 frankincense; No 40 galbanum; No Gum Tragacanth Milkvetch; No  52 ladanum; No

Mecca myrrh; No Nardostachys jatamansi (spikenard); No hairy
rockrose; No drug snowbell (storax); No 95 stacte. See the following
entry for gum and resin references.

General references to balm: 2 Chronicles 28:15. Ezekiel 27:17. Genesis
37:25, 43:11. Jeremiah 8:22, 46:11, 51:8.

No 8 balsam

Balsam is the aromatic resin (known as balm) of several species of tree
when cut and is a valuable resource. The mastic tree (Pistacia lentiscus
L.) is one such mentioned in Susanna and the Elders. Another is
Balanites aegyptiaca (L.) Delile, Egyptian balsam. Tetraclinis articulata
(Vahl) Mast., is the arar tree or Berber thuya, also thyine wood. See No

terebinth and preceding entry.

General references to gum and resin: 1 Chronicles 14:14-15 (tree).
Exodus 25:6, 30:23, 34, 35:8, 28, 37:25 (altar). Genesis 2:12, 37:25,
43:11. Isaiah 39:2. Jezekiel 27:17 (LXX). 2 Kings 20:13. Numbers 11:7.
Psalm 45:8, 84:6. 2 Samuel 5:23-24. Song of Solomon 4:10, 5:1, 6:2.

No 9 barley

Hordeum vulgare L., common barley, is a cereal staple
and valuable in biblical times for food and in the brewing
of beer and wine, as today. It is heat tolerant and ripens
before wheat. It supplemented wheat f lour (as did
ground beans) in the making of poor people’s bread. H.
distichon L. is two-row barley and H. hexastichon L. six-
row barley. See also No 25 corn and wheat.

1 Chronicles 2:15, 11:13. 2 Chronicles 2:10, 15, 27:5.
Deuteronomy 8:8. Exodus 9:31. Ezekiel 4:12. Hosea 3:2.
Isaiah 28:25. Job 31:40. Joel 1:11. John 6:9. Judges 7:13.
1 Kings 4:28. 2 Kings 4:42, 7:1, 16, 18. Leviticus 27:16.
Numbers 5:15. Ruth 1:22, 2:17, 23, 3:2, 15, 17. 2 Samuel
14:30, 17:28, 21:9.

No 10 bay tree

Laurus nobilis L., laurel or sweet bay, also known as true
laurel, has culinary and alternative medicine uses. Some
versions of the Bible translate bay as cedar. See also No

48 herbs.

1 Corinthians 9:25. Isaiah 44:14. Psalm 37:35.
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No 10a bdellium

This is an aromatic gum resin from several trees of the
Commiphora (Gk. ‘gum bearing’) genus used in incense,
perfumery and traditional medicine. In Genesis 2:12 bdellium is
placed with semi-precious stones implying costliness.
Presumably more cheaply available it was used to adulterate
myrrh [qv.]. See headings No 7 balm of Gilead and No 8 balsam
for general balm, resin and gum references.

No 11 bean

Vicia faba L., the broad bean, is a legume that has been
cultivated in the Middle East since 6,000 BCE and most likely
that referred to. Shell and beans are edible when young. Dried

and ground it could be
added to bread. When
dried after harvest it was
fed to cattle. Other beans
are the runner bean,
haricot bean and kidney
bean. Also of the family
Leguminosae is Cercis
siliquastrum L., the Judas
Tree. This once-
widespread deciduous
tree has edible f lowers
and seed pods and was
valued for its fine timber.
See also No  54 lentil; No

77 pulse.

Ezekiel 4:9. Genesis
1:29, 9:3. 2 Samuel
17:28, 23:11-12.

No 12  bitter herbs

Reichardia tingitana (L.)
Roth, also known as
bitter herbs and false
sow-thistle, is the poppy-
leaved Reichardia. Apart
from this plant, the bitter
herbs referred to in the
Bible include chicory
(Cichorium intybus L.), wild chicory (Cichorium pumilum Jacq.),
field eryngo (Eryngium creticum Lam.), wild lettuces, bitter cresses
and hawkweeds. The leaves of Sonchus oleraceus L., common sow-
thistle, are eaten in salads or cooked like spinach. See also No 48
herbs; No 117 white wormwood.

Exodus 12:8. Lamentations 3:15. Numbers 9:11.
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No 13 box, boxwood

Buxus sempervirens L. is the common box or European box. Its
wood was highly regarded for its hardness and fine grain in
carving and inlay work. It is not related to the box-thorn [qv.] shrub.

Ezekiel 27:6. Isaiah 41:19, 60:13.

No 14 burning bush

Translated as burning
bush in Acts 7:30 but
‘burning thorn bush’ in
the New American
Standard Bible. It refers
possibly to the box-
thorn bush or wolfberry
(Lycium genus). See No

100-109 thorns.

Acts 7:30. Exodus 3:2-4. Judges 9:15 (thornbush or bramble).

No Persian buttercup

Ranunculus asiaticus L. is probably a biblical ‘flower of the field’
as referred to in Isaiah 40:6; James 1:10; Job 14:2; Luke 12:27;
Matthew 6:28; 1 Peter 1:24; Psalm 37:20, 103:15; Song of
Solomon 2:1. It is a protected wild flower in Israel. See No 56 lily
of the field; No 79-81 roses.

No 15 calamus

Acorus calamus L., calamus, sweet flag, sweet sedge, is a reed-
like perennial herb with a fragrance that suggests ginger. Its
habitat is close to, or in water. In the Bible it is also known as
fragrant cane and fragrant reeds. Its root is used in medicine and
its essential oil in perfumery and Temple incense. The genus
Andropogon (now classed as Cymbopogon) is lemon grass and
is not related to calamus. There is no biblical reference to lemon
grass. See also No lemon grass; No common reed.

Exodus 30:23 (anointing oil). Ezekiel 27:19. Isaiah 43:24.
Jeremiah 6:20. Song of Solomon 4:14.

No 16 camphire

Camphire is a transliteration of the Hebrew word kopher that has
nothing to do with the camphor tree (Cinnamomum camphora
[L.] J.Presl). Henna, from the Arabic hinna is the plant referred
to. See No henna.

Song of Solomon 1:14, 4:13.
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No capers

Capparis spinosa L., caper bush, is a hardy widespread shrubby plant whose flower buds (capers) and fruit
(caper berries) are common, usually pickled, in Mediterranean cuisine. The flower buds of Tetraena dumosa
(Boiss.) Beier & Thulin (bushy bean-caper) have been similarly used. See also No 48 herbs.

Ecclesiastes 12:5.

No carob

Ceratonia siliqua L., the carob tree, known also as St. John’s Bread
with reference to the story of John the Baptist surviving in the
desert. The interior pulp of the pods (locust beans) is sweet. The
wild tree was widespread in biblical times, is drought-tolerant and
would have been a valuable food resource. A single seed was a
unit of measurement known as a gerah, with 60 seeds (or three
carob pods) equal in value to one shekel. Locust bean gum, or
carob bean gum is derived from the seeds and is now used
extensively in the food industry. This gum has no relationship to
the African tree known as the locust bean or African locust-bean
tree (Parkia biglobosa [Jacq.] G.Don). See also No Gum Tragacanth
Milkvetch; No oriental sweetgum.

Exodus 30:13 (gerahs). Ezekiel 45:12 (gerahs). Luke 15:16. Mark
1:6 (translated as locusts). Numbers 3:47 (gerahs). 

No 17 cassia

Cinnamomum cassia (L.) J.Presl is commonly known as cassia or Chinese cassia. In biblical times it was
an important ingredient of anointing oil and perfume. Its bark
and buds are used (as a spice) for f lavouring, partly for its
stronger flavour but mostly because it is more readily available
from C. cassia and other species. Cassia oil has a long tradition
of medicinal use and is an ingredient of pharmaceutical products
today including dental and cosmetic. It is that specified in the
United States Pharmacopoeia as ‘oil of Cinnamon.’
Cinnamomum verum J.Presl is the true cinnamon with a less
pungent and more subtle aroma. See No 21 cinnamon; No 94
spicery.

Ben Sira 24:15 (NRSA). Exodus 30:24 (anointing oil). Ezekiel
27:19. Jezekiel 27:17 (LXX). Proverbs 7:17 (perfume). Psalm
45:8. Song of Solomon 4:14.

No 18 Iris f lorentina

Iris florentina L, now Iris germanica nothovar is the white flower
variant of Iris germanica L. (bearded iris). It was known to the
ancient Egyptians for its fragrant properties. It has long been
harvested for its root (known as orris root) for cosmetics,
perfumery and traditional medicine. Orris is probably a
corruption of iris. Iris pseudacorus L. is yellow iris.
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